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                \begin{document}$p^{-n/2}\widehat {f}(b) =\zeta \ \epsilon _{p}^{f^{*}(b)}$\end{document}$ for some *ζ* ∈{± 1,±*i*}, independent from *b*, we call *f* *weakly regular*, otherwise *f* is called *non-weakly regular*. Note that regular implies weakly regular. Weakly regular bent functions always come in pairs, since the dual is bent as well. This does in general not hold for non-weakly regular bent functions, see \[[@CR6], [@CR8]\]. Note that Boolean bent functions only exist for even *n*, which is different when *p* is odd, where bent functions exist in even and in odd dimension.

Bent functions are interesting objects due to applications in cryptography and coding, and due to rich connections to objects in combinatorics and geometry. In particular, bent functions define relative difference sets in the elementary abelian *p*-group. Many constructions and infinite classes of bent functions are known, hence research focuses on the nature and properties of bent functions, rather than on discovering new formulas for bent functions. In this article we investigate normality for *p*-ary bent functions, which then also describes a feature of the corresponding relative difference set.

We start by recalling the relevant definitions as given in the literature, see \[[@CR2], [@CR3], [@CR9], [@CR14]\] or \[[@CR17], pp.81\], \[[@CR18], pp.155\]. A function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mathbb {V}_{n}$\end{document}$, then *f* is called *weakly*-*k*-*normal*. When *n* is even and *k* = *n*/2, then *f* is called *(weakly)-normal*. We emphasize that a weakly-*k*-normal function can be transformed into a *k*-normal function by adding an affine function. As bentness is invariant under addition of affine functions, the distinction between normality and weak normality is not relevant for describing the properties of a bent function.

Many classical constructions of Boolean bent functions like Maiorana-McFarland and *P* *S* ^+^ yield normal functions. This is very different for random Boolean functions, which are not likely to be constant (affine) on an affine subspace with "large" dimension \[[@CR3]\]. The question if there exist non-(weakly)-normal Boolean bent functions was open for several years. In \[[@CR2]\] it was shown that the Kasami bent function in dimension 14 is non-weakly-normal. Non-weakly-normal bent functions in dimension 10 (and 12) were presented in \[[@CR14]\]. By \[[@CR2], Lemma 25\] this guarantees the existence of non-weakly-normal Boolean bent functions in (even) dimension *n* ≥ 10.

*k*-normality may also be of cryptographic significance. As pointed out in \[[@CR3]\], *k*-normality is a quite natural complexity criterion, since any affine function is constant on an affine hyperplane. Moreover there is a relation between normality and nonlinearity for Boolean functions, see \[[@CR3], Proposition 2\]. As also mentioned in \[[@CR3]\], the *k*-normality was not yet related to explicit attacks on ciphers, however the situation was the same for nonlinearity when it was introduced. In fact, meanwhile the attack on the stream cipher Grain-128 in \[[@CR16]\] is based on the 5-normality of the 9-variable filter function (which can be seen as a modification of the standard quadratic bent function in 8 variables), used in the sequence generation.

The situation for bent functions from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}${\mathbb F}_{p}$\end{document}$, *p* odd, is somewhat different from the Boolean case. In \[[@CR7]\] it is pointed out that a weakly regular but not regular bent function in even dimension *n* cannot be normal. However some results indicate that also for odd *p*, bent functions exhibit a typical normality behaviour. It may not be easy to find bent functions for which one can prove a different behaviour.

In this paper, we first present a *p*-ary equivalent of a result of Carlet in \[[@CR3]\] showing that - as one would expect - an arbitrary *p*-ary function is with high probability not (weakly)-*k*-normal for any not very small value of *k*. We then show the *p*-ary equivalent of a relation between nonlinearity and normality for Boolean functions, \[[@CR3], [@CR9]\]. We summarize some known results on normality for *p*-ary bent functions, which indicate that many have a "typical" behaviour with respect to normality, similar as it was observed in the Boolean case: Many *p*-ary bent functions are *k*-normal, where *k* is as large as it is theoretically possible for a bent function.

In Section [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} we present an algorithm for testing (weak)-*k*-normality for *p*-ary functions. Our algorithm is not a straightforward generalization of the algorithm in \[[@CR2]\], which was used to find non-weakly-normal Boolean bent functions in dimension 14 \[[@CR2]\], and 10 and 12 \[[@CR14]\]. Applying this algorithm we find the first examples of *p*-ary bent functions (in small dimensions) which do not possess *k*-normality with maximal possible *k*. Generalizing Lemma 25 of \[[@CR2]\] we then can obtain bent functions with this property in every larger dimension of the same parity.

Normality results {#Sec2}
=================

One target in this paper is to pave the way for a systematic analysis of the behaviour of *p*-ary bent functions with respect to normality. We hence start with showing some *p*-ary equivalents of results on the normality behaviour of Boolean (bent) functions. Our first proposition, is the *p*-ary version of Theorem 3 and Proposition 1 in \[[@CR3]\]. The proof resembles the proof in \[[@CR3]\].

**Proposition 1** {#FPar1}
-----------------
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*Proof* {#FPar2}
-------
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We remark that the proof of Proposition 1 also shows that the existence of a not weakly *k*-normal function from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For Boolean functions, in \[[@CR3], [@CR9]\] relations between normality and Walsh coefficients have been explored. We next generalize these results to *p*-ary functions. Some identities for Boolean functions which play a role in the analysis can straightforwardly be generalized to odd *p*, hence we omit the proof. Let *V* be a *k*-dimensional subspace of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Lemma 1** {#FPar3}
-----------

*Let W* *be a* *k-dimensional subspace of* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sum\limits_{u\in W^{\perp}}\widehat{f}(u)\overline{\widehat{f}(u)} = p^{n-k}\sum\limits_{a\in V}\widehat{f_{a}}(0)\overline{\widehat{f_{a}}(0)}. $$\end{document}$$

*Proof* {#FPar4}
-------

Applying (b), (a), (c) (in this order) we get $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{array}{@{}rcl@{}} \sum\limits_{u\in W^{\perp}} \widehat{f}(u)\overline{\widehat{f}(u)} &=& p^{n-k}\sum\limits_{b\in W}\widehat{D_{b}f}(0) = p^{n-k}\sum\limits_{b\in W}\sum\limits_{a\in V}\widehat{D_{b}f_{a}}(0) \\ &=& p^{n-k}\sum\limits_{a\in V}\sum\limits_{b\in W} \widehat{D_{b}f_{a}}(0) = p^{n-k}\sum\limits_{a\in V}\widehat{f_{a}}(0)\overline{\widehat{f_{a}}(0)}. \end{array} $$\end{document}$$□

The next lemma is a *p*-ary version of \[[@CR1], Corollary V3\].

**Lemma 2** {#FPar5}
-----------

*With the above notations we* *have* $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\max_{v\in V_{n}}|\widehat{f_{a}}(v)| \le \max_{u\in\mathbb{V}_{n}}|\widehat{f}(u)|. $$\end{document}$$

*Proof* {#FPar6}
-------

By Lemma 1, with \|*W* ^⊥^\| = *p* ^*n*−*k*^, we have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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With Lemma 2 we get the relation between normality and Walsh coefficient more general for functions from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Corollary 1** {#FPar7}
---------------
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                \begin{document}$p^{k} \le \max _{u\in \mathbb {V}_{n}}|\widehat {f}(u)|$\end{document}$.

*Proof* {#FPar8}
-------

Suppose that f is weakly k-normal, i.e. *f*(*x*) = 〈*v*, *x*〉 + *c*, for some $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$c\in {\mathbb F}_{p}$\end{document}$, and all *x* ∈ *a* + *W* for some k-dimensional subspace W of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mathbb {V}_{n}$\end{document}$ and some a in a complement V of W . Then, using Lemma 2 we have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|\sum\limits_{x\in W}\epsilon_{p}^{f(x+a)+\langle v,x\rangle + \langle v, a\rangle}| = p^{k} \le \max_{u\in\mathbb{V}_{n}}|\widehat{f}(u)|. $$\end{document}$$ □

For a bent function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$f:\mathbb {V}_{n}\rightarrow {\mathbb F}_{p}$\end{document}$, Corollary 1 implies that *f* can be at most ⌊*n*/2⌋-normal. Moreover, for bent functions in even dimension which are weakly regular but not regular the following result has been shown in \[[@CR7], Theorem 6(i)\]:

**Proposition 2** {#FPar9}
-----------------

*Let n* *be even, p* *an odd prime, and* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$f:{{\mathbb F}_{p}^{n}}\rightarrow {\mathbb F}_{p}$\end{document}$ *be a bent function. If f* *is weakly regular but not regular, then f* *is not (weakly)* *normal.*

Hence, a weakly regular but not regular bent function in even dimension can be at most (*n*/2 − 1)-normal. However, whereas an arbitrary *p*-ary function is with high probability "highly non-normal" (see Proposition 1), many bent functions in odd characteristic are (weakly) *k*-normal with *k* as large as the theory allows. That is, many *p*-ary bent functions in even dimension are weakly normal, except from those which are weakly regular but not regular, of which many are *n*/2 − 1-normal, many *p*-ary bent functions in odd dimension are weakly- (*n* − 1)/2-normal. The following results on normality of *p*-ary bent functions support this observation. Note that the large classes of completed Maiorana-McFarland and *P* *S* ^+^ bent functions (all of which members are regular bent functions in even dimension) are normal by their definition. A quadratic bent function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$Q:\mathbb {V}_{n}\rightarrow {\mathbb F}_{p}$\end{document}$, *p* odd, is normal if *n* is even and *Q* is regular, (*n*/2 − 1)-normal if *n* is even and *Q* is weakly regular but not regular, and (*n* − 1)/2-normal if *n* is odd, see \[[@CR7]\].\[[@CR13], Proposition 5\] A regular bent function of the form $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f(x) = \text{Tr}_{\text{n}}\left(\alpha x^{l(p^{n/2}-1)}\right) + \epsilon x^{(p^{n}-1)/2}$$\end{document}$$ is normal. (For the bentness conditions see \[[@CR13], Theorem 1\].)\[[@CR7], Theorem 7\] The regular Coulter-Matthews bent functions are normal.The secondary construction of non-weakly regular bent functions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$f:\mathbb {V}_{n}\rightarrow {\mathbb F}_{p}$\end{document}$ in \[[@CR4], [@CR5]\], yields (weakly) normal bent functions when *n* is even and (weakly) (*n* − 1)/2-normal bent functions when *n* is odd.\[[@CR7], Example 1\] $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}${\mathbb F}_{3^{4}}$\end{document}$, is normal.The last example presented in \[[@CR11]\], was one of the first known examples for a non-weakly regular bent function. As pointed out in \[[@CR7]\], the function does not have a bent dual. One may expect that this in some sense not smooth bent function exhibits a more chaotic behaviour, which however does not apply with regard to normality in this case. We here remark that differently to Boolean functions in dimension 4 (see \[[@CR3]\]), functions from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}${\mathbb F}_{3}$\end{document}$ which are not weakly normal do exist. Examples are the quadratic bent functions from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}${\mathbb F}_{3}$\end{document}$ which are weakly regular but not regular, and then by Proposition 2 not weakly normal.

In general it seems not to be easy to find *p*-ary bent functions which do not exhibit this "typical" behaviour with regard to normality as described above. This resembles the situation for Boolean bent functions of which most standard examples are (weakly) normal. However, it has been shown that there are not (weakly) normal Boolean bent functions in every (even) dimension *n* ≥ 10, see \[[@CR2], [@CR14]\], which shows that normality is not a feature of Boolean bent functions.

We attempt to prove a different than the described behaviour with respect to normality for some *p*-ary bent functions. Candidates for non-weakly normal bent functions may be sporadic examples of non-weakly regular bent functions (other than the last example in the list above): $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$g_{1}:{\mathbb F}_{3^{6}}\rightarrow {\mathbb F}_{3}$\end{document}$ with *g* ~1~(*x*) = Tr~6~(*ξ* ^7^ *x* ^98^), where *ξ* is a primitive element of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$g_{2}:{\mathbb F}_{3^{6}}\rightarrow {\mathbb F}_{3}$\end{document}$ with *g* ~2~(*x*) = Tr~6~(*ξ* ^7^ *x* ^14^ + *ξ* ^35^ *x* ^70^), where *ξ* is a primitive element of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}${\mathbb F}_{3^{6}}$\end{document}$, \[[@CR12]\].Recently, the first construction of non-weakly regular bent functions for which the dual is not bent was presented, see \[[@CR8]\]. This construction may also provide candidates for non-weakly normal bent functions:
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                \begin{document}${\mathbb F}_{p}$\end{document}$, and let *f*(*x*) = Tr~n~(*x* ^2^), *h* ~1~(*x*) = Tr~n~(*α* *x* ^2^), *h* ~2~(*x*) = Tr~n~(*β* *x* ^2^). Then the bent function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F(x,y_{1},y_{2}) = f(x) + (y_{1}+h_{1}(x))(y_{2}+h_{2}(x)) $$\end{document}$$ is in general non-weakly regular. As pointed out in the next section, the sporadic examples *g* ~1~, *g* ~2~ given as above are in fact not weakly-normal, and the construction in \[[@CR8]\] potentially yields not weakly-normal bent functions.

Testing normality {#Sec3}
=================

It is not easy to show (weak) normality for a given function, and it is even harder to disprove (weak) normality. There is no approach known, how to prove non-weak-normality by hand. In \[[@CR2], [@CR14]\], to show the non-weak-normality of some Boolean bent function in dimension 10,12,14, a computer algorithm is used, see \[[@CR2]\]. In this section, based on the principles of the algorithm for Boolean functions in \[[@CR2]\], we develop an algorithm for *p*-ary functions.

Similarly as in \[[@CR2]\] for Boolean functions, the strategy is to combine cosets of a subspace *U* of dimension *s* on which *f* is a fixed constant *c* to an affine subspace of dimension *s* + 1 on which *f* is constant *c*. Differently to the Boolean case, where the union of two cosets of a linear subspace *U* is always an affine subspace, the union of *p* cosets of a subspace *U* of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}${{\mathbb F}_{p}^{n}}$\end{document}$ is in general not an affine subspace. Hence the algorithm in \[[@CR2]\] does not transfer straightforward to *p*-ary functions. To generate a complete list of the cosets of a subspace *U* (without repetitions) we fix a complement *U* ^*c*^ of *U*. We then get a partition of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}${{\mathbb F}_{p}^{n}}$\end{document}$ into cosets of *U* as {*a* + *U* : *a* ∈ *U* ^*c*^}. We will use the following two simple lemmas for which we include the proof for the convenience of the reader.

**Lemma 3** {#FPar10}
-----------

*Let U* *be a linear subspace of* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mathbb {V}_{n}={{\mathbb F}_{p}^{n}}$\end{document}$ *of dimension* *s* \< *n* *, let* *U* ^*c*^ *be a complement* *of* *U and let* *a* ~1~, *a* ~2~,...,*a* ~*p*~ *be* *distinct elements of* *U* ^*c*^. *Then the union* $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\bigcup_{i = 1}^{p}(a_{i}+U) $$\end{document}$$ *is an affine subspace* *a* ~1~ + *U* ^′^ *of dimension* *s* + 1, *if and only if* {*a* ~1~, *a* ~2~,...,*a* ~*p*~} *is an affine subspace* {*a* ~1~ + (*a* ~2~ − *a* ~1~)*t* : 0 ≤ *t* ≤ *p* − 1} *of* *U* ^*c*^. *Then* $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\bigcup _{i = 1}^{p}(a_{i}+U)$\end{document}$ *is an affine subspace if and only if* *a* ~1~ + *a* ~2~ + *a* ~3~ = 0.

*Proof* {#FPar11}
-------

First assume that {*a* ~1~, *a* ~2~,...,*a* ~*p*~} is an affine subspace which w.l.o.g. we can write as *a* ~1~ + 〈*a* ~0~〉 with *a* ~0~ = *a* ~2~ − *a* ~1~. Then $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\bigcup_{i = 1}^{p} (a_{i}+U) = \bigcup_{t = 0}^{p-1} (a_{1}+t(a_{2}-a_{1})+U) = a_{1} + \bigcup_{i = 0}^{p-1} (t(a_{2}-a_{1})+U) = a_{1}+\langle a_{0}\rangle + U. $$\end{document}$$ Since 0≠*a* ~0~ = *a* ~2~ − *a* ~1~ ∈ *U* ^*c*^ implies *a* ~0~∉*U*, the dimension of *U* ^′^ := 〈*a* ~0~〉 + *U* is *s* + 1.
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                \begin{document}$\bigcup _{i = 1}^{p}(a_{i}+U) = a_{1}+U^{\prime }$\end{document}$ be an affine subspace for some pairwise distinct *a* ~1~,...,*a* ~*p*~ ∈ *U* ^*c*^. Again we have *a* ~0~ = *a* ~2~ − *a* ~1~∉*U*, but *a* ~2~ − *a* ~1~ ∈ *U* ^′^. Hence we can write *U* ^′^ as 〈*a* ~0~〉 + *U*. For 1 \< *s* ≤ *p* we can write the element *a* ~*s*~ − *a* ~1~ of *U* ^′^ as *a* ~*s*~ − *a* ~1~ = *u* + *t* *a* ~0~ for some $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$t\in {\mathbb F}_{p}$\end{document}$ and *u* ∈ *U*. Hence *γ* = *a* ~*s*~ − *a* ~1~ − *t* *a* ~0~ = *u* ∈ *U*. Since *γ* ∈ *U* ^*c*^ we must have *γ* = *u* = 0, and hence *a* ~*s*~ = *a* ~1~ + *t* *a* ~0~. □

**Lemma 4** {#FPar12}
-----------
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                \begin{document}$\mathbb {V}_{n}$\end{document}$. *Then the restriction of* *f to A* *is affine but nonconstant if and only if* *U* ^′^ = 〈*a* ~0~〉 + *U* *such that* f *is constant on each coset* (*a* ~1~ + *t* *a* ~0~) + *U* *of U*, *and affine (but nonconstant) on* *a* ~1~ + 〈*a* ~0~〉.

*Remark 1* {#FPar13}
----------

The function f is then constant on the cosets *a* ~1~ + *t* *a* ~0~ + *U* of U, 0 ≤ *t* ≤ *p* − 1, with pairwise distinct constants for pairwise distinct 0 ≤ *t* ~1~, *t* ~2~ ≤ *p* − 1. For the special case that *p* =3, the condition in Lemma 4 simplifies: The function f is affine (but not constant) on *a* + *U* if and only if *a* + *U* is the union of three affine subspaces *a* ~1~ + *U* ^′^, *a* ~2~ + *U* ^′^, *a* ~3~ + *U* ^′^ for a subspace *U* ^′^ of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Proof of the Lemma* {#FPar14}
--------------------

Let f be affine on A, i.e. there exists a linear function L such that *f*(*a* ~1~ + *u* ^′^) = *L*(*u* ^′^) + *f*(*a* ~1~) for *u* ^′^∈ *U* ^′^. Since we suppose that f is not constant on A, the linear function L is not the zero-function on *U* ^′^, hence has an s-dimensional kernel U in *U* ^′^. We can write *U* ^′^ as *U* ^′^ = 〈*a* ~0~〉 + *U* for some *a* ~0~ ∈ *U* ^′^∖ *U*, and observe that for all $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f(a_{1}+ta_{0}+u) = L(ta_{0}+u) + f(a_{1}) = tL(a_{0})+L(u)+f(a_{1}) = tL(a_{0})+f(a_{1}). $$\end{document}$$ In particular, *f* is affine on *a* ~1~ + 〈*a* ~0~〉, and constant *t* *L*(*a* ~0~) + *f*(*a* ~1~) on *a* ~1~ + *t* *a* ~0~ + *U* for every fixed *t*.

Conversely let *A* = *a* ~1~ + 〈*a* ~0~〉 + *U*, and suppose that *f* is constant on (*a* ~1~ + *t* *a* ~0~) + *U* for every fixed 0 ≤ *t* ≤ *p* − 1, and affine on *a* ~1~ + 〈*a* ~0~〉. Then for some linear function *L* we have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 suggest the following procedure to construct an affine subspace of dimension *s* + 1 on which $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$f:{{\mathbb F}_{p}^{n}}\rightarrow {\mathbb F}_{p}$\end{document}$ is constant, from such affine subspaces of dimension *s*. For a linear subspace *U* of dimension *s* fix a complement *U* ^*c*^ and find *a* ~1~,...,*a* ~*p*~ ∈ *U* ^*c*^ such that *f* is constant with the same *c* on all affine subspaces *a* ~1~ + *U*,...,*a* ~*p*~ + *U*. If {*a* ~1~,...*a* ~*p*~} form a one-dimensional affine subspace, then take the union of those cosets. Note that this union then equals *a* ~1~ + *U* ^′^ with *U* ^′^ = 〈*U*, *a* ~2~ − *a* ~1~〉. (In the following we use the term 1-flat for a one-dimensional affine subspace.)

We applied our algorithm to several known bent functions, and observed that many of them are in fact weakly *k*-normal with *k* as large as the theory allows. But we also found examples with a different behaviour. We collect some of the experimental results, which we find interesting in the following. For the first two examples we choose bent functions which have maximal possible normality. The other functions we present below do not meet the upper bound on *k*-normality. I The weakly regular and not regular Coulter-Matthews bent function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Examples III and IV are both bent functions in odd dimension, which are not (weakly) (*n* − 1)/2-normal. As our experimental results indicate, being solely ((*n* − 1)/2 − 1)-normal seems to be the typical behaviour of Coulter-Matthews bent functions in odd dimension. To the best of our knowledge, the last three examples are the first (non-binary) examples of bent functions in even dimension (not in the class of weakly regular but not regular bent functions) which are shown to be not (weakly) normal. Though we do not see a causal relationship between bent functions without a bent dual and non-normality, we note that all functions in V,VI,VII are non-weakly regular bent functions for which the dual is not bent, see \[[@CR6], [@CR8]\].

Once a bent function in dimension *n* is known which is not (weakly) *k*-normal for some *k*, we can construct bent functions in any dimension *N* = *n* + 2*s*, *s* ≥ 1, that is not (weakly) (*k* + *s*)-normal, applying the following lemma which is a generalization of Lemma 25 in \[[@CR2]\] for Boolean functions in dimension *n* and *k* = *n*/2. In particular we can construct not weakly normal (not weakly (*N* − 1)/2, *N*/2 − 1-normal) bent functions in dimension *N*, starting from such bent functions in dimension *n*.

**Lemma 5** {#FPar15}
-----------
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                \begin{document}$g:{{\mathbb F}_{p}^{n}}{\times {\mathbb F}_{p}^{2}}\rightarrow {\mathbb F}_{p}$\end{document}$ *given by* *g*(*x*, *y*, *z*) = *f*(*x*) + *y* *z* *is (weakly)* (*k* + 1)*-normal.* *In particular,* *f is (weakly) normal if and only if* *g is weakly normal (* *n even).*

*Proof* {#FPar16}
-------

First suppose that f is (weakly) k-normal, and E is a k-dimensional affine subspace restricted to which f is constant (affine). Then g is constant (affine) on the (*k* + 1)-dimensional affine subspace $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conversely suppose that g is weakly (*k* + 1)-normal, and let *E* ^′^ = *w* + *U* ^′^, *w* = (*w* ~1~, *w* ~2~, *w* ~3~), be a (*k* + 1)-dimensional affine subspace of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Combining our sporadic examples in low dimension with Lemma 5 we get the following result.

**Theorem 1** {#FPar17}
-------------

*There are not (weakly) normal ternary bent functions,* *which do not belong to the class of bent functions which* *are weakly regular but not regular, in every even dimension* *n* ≥ 6.

We remark that since our sporadic examples, Examples V, VI, VII, are non-weakly regular bent functions for which the dual is not bent, by \[[@CR8], Theorem 2\] all bent functions obtained from these functions with Lemma 5 also have this property. To the best of our knowledge, no example for a regular *p*-ary bent function which is not (weakly) normal is known.

Perspectives {#Sec4}
============

In this article we contribute to the analysis of *k*-normality for *p*-ary bent functions. Depending on the regularity of a bent function *f* from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}${\mathbb F}_{p}$\end{document}$ and the parity of *n*, many bent functions seem to be (weakly) normal, (*n*/2 − 1)-normal or (*n* − 1)/2-normal, which is drastically different from the average behaviour of a *p*-ary function. It seems not easy to find bent functions for which one can show a different behaviour. This resembles the situation for Boolean bent functions. We develop an algorithm for testing normality for *p*-ary functions. Applying this algorithm we verify that some ternary non-weakly regular bent functions in even dimension *n* are not weakly normal. For odd dimension *n* we found examples in the class of Coulter-Matthews bent functions which are not weakly (*n* − 1)/2-normal. With Lemma 5 we then can construct from such functions in dimension *n*, bent functions with the same property in any dimension *n* + 2*s*, *s* ≥ 1.

There are many interesting open questions on normality for *p*-ary bent functions. We close with a collection of some of them, which can now be attacked using our presented algorithm. Find regular *p*-ary bent functions in even dimension which are not normal.Find weakly regular but not regular *p*-ary bent functions in even dimension which are not (*n*/2 − 1)-normal.To the best of our knowledge there are no such examples known. Show that the weakly regular but not regular Coulter-Matthews bent functions in even dimension are (*n*/2 − 1)-normal or find counter-examples.The question on the average behaviour of Boolean and *p*-ary bent functions with respect to normality seems not easy to be answered. Are (most) bent functions affine on affine subspaces of large dimension, or do they behave like arbitrary Boolean and *p*-ary functions, normal, (*n*/2 − 1)-normal, ((*n* − 1)/2)-normal bent functions are only easier to find?
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